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New and used nitrideti-~teelp~stor rings were examined by
electrcn and X-ray diffraction.in a study of the smface changes
produced durin~ engine operation. l:otknew ad used rings, exam-
ined after degreasin:, gave an ~le~troll-dlffra?tiorlpattern con-
sisting of diffuse tam%: thrme Ir.rmthe ussd rin[:sfell at the
usual positions of the bands from.pelished metal.surfaces. After
the surface had been distur!:ed(acid etcn. al.rarion,etc.), the
new rin[.gave the pattern cf ~-iron due to dilute soLid solutions
of the alloying elements, includjn,rnitrogen, ir.n-iron together
with small amounts of’ FejOQ or Y-Fe~O]. The u~ed ring in some

cases gave the ram? Fattern in :.c!ditio~in faimt lines of Y-iron;
“ the presence of a layer of Y-ircn ,lust.uncierthz surface is corrob-
orated by the $-r.!jsx?~.int+cn. Tri mher CL=?:, the uzed rinl’.
showed a difierent ~a~+ern, ::hichwas presumably ‘hat of the cw.ting
previously ob&erved ku+.it has I.otbeen identtiied. The ~ccurrence
of djfferent patterns }~asdue to the Giscmtinmus character of the
coztjng.

Engine tests have ueen made us:ng nitrided-steel piston rings
with nitrtde:l-steelcyiinder barrek in an effort to increase the
life of piston rings and rylinder barrels jn ai~’craften~inos. It
was observed that a conting was formed on the running faces of these
rings during engine operation (reference 1). This coating was thin
(maximumthickness, approximately d.0001 in.), of a highly metallic
luster, cmrosicn-resistant, very hard, and was believed to be bene
ficial to the operation of the rin~.
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Ilurtigthe summer and fa11 of 1944, an investigation of this
ccating and of other possible surface changes caused by en@e
operation has been carried on at the ?~ACACleveland laboratory.
The results reported herein are concerned with finding what sur-
face changes occur. The ultimate view in this work is that of
synthesizing the beneficial coating on aticraft-engine piston rings
and other Eliding surfaces. The artificial production of such a
coattig outside of the engine should =terially reduce the break-in
period and increase the period between overhauls of the engine inso-
far as the behavior of the piston rings is the controlling factor
in engine life.

Tke study of the surface changes occurring on piston rings
requires a method that is sensitive tu very thin layers. The
electr”on-diffractionmethod was used by reflection from the ring
faces because of the low penetration (not more than approximately
0.000001 jn.) by an electron beam. Deeper surface changes in the
piston rings were investigated by X-ray dtifraction.

Acknowledgement is made to the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Tnc., ?iurrayHill, N. J., for the use of their ruling ~chine and
to the Cleveland Graphite Bronze Ccmpany for the use of their Bier-
lxum microhardness (scratch) ts:ter.- -

JWFLRATUS

Electron-diffractionpattern..were obtained using the diffrac-
tion unit on an RCA electron microscope. Adapters for the specimen
holder were constructed at the llACACleveland laboratory as needed. .
The instrumentwas operated at approximately 60 kilovolts with a
resulting wave length of about 0.05 A. The specimen-to-platedis-
tance was 310 millimeters.

X-ray photographs were made with a Ge.nsralklectric X-ray d’fi-
fracticn unit using a molylxienumtarget and a ztrconium-axidefilter
to reduce the MO K~ radiation.

iidiamond-point ruling machine was used at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories to plcugh up micrc~sc~picfurrows, spaced 8000 to the
tich, on segments of nitrided-steel piston rin:s for electrofi-
diffraction studies. The depth ai’these furrows did not exceed
abo~t O.OCO1 inch.

A Bierbaum mirrohardness (scratrh) tester W.S used for com-
parative hardness tests on coated and uncoated areas “ona used ring.
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TEST PRCKEDURE

~~e first ring specimens to be examined in the electron-.. .
‘diffractioncamera were treated only for the removal of any oil
fflm with benzene. The failure of thsse pieces to give sharp
electron-dtifractionpatterns made necessary a nunber of rough- .
ening treatments on tb r- surfaces prior to photographing the
diffraction patterns. The following treatments were used separ-
ately and in various combhations: abrasion with emery, scratching
with a steel file, ruling with the diamohd-point machine, and
etching with 2 percent nital.

Calibration of the electron-diffractionapparatus was made tith
the pattern of zinc oxide (fig. 1). Daily calibrations were made to
check the possibility of occasional fluctuations in the operating
conditims of the instrument. The follow- equation relating the
radius of a given diffraction ring to the corresponding interplanar
(Bragg) spacing is correct for the small angles involved (less than
~d),

where

k constant (ranging from 13.8 to 14.2)

r radius of observed diffraction rings, millimeters

d titerplqnar (Bragg) spacing, angstrom units (10-8 cm)

X-ray4iffraction photographs were taken of the faces of a nm
and a used
tion. The
the result
0.00$ inch

.-.
ring to detect subsurface changes due to engine opera-
r~s wre beamd upon the ring at a grazing angle with
that penetration into the metal was of the order of
Mximum.

RESUII’TSAND DISCUSSION

New and Used Piston Rings - Untreated Surfaces

The ~lectron-diffractionacumination m“ segments af new snd
used ringe mde after ths removal of any grease layers by washing
with benzene, but without aqy further treatment, did not show the
sharp-ltie patterns USUaly ~q~d for identificationpurposes.
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These patterns consisted of diffuse rings on a heavy background.
~o diffuse diffraction rings j-nthe patterns from new piston rings
(fig. 2) gave d values of 2.03 A and 1.17 A. These rings corres-
ponded to the first and thlrddiffractlon rings of a-iron (table I)
but the other rjngs in the a-iron pattern did not appear. The used
rings also showed patterns consisting of two diffuse bands but now
at d values of 2.3s A and 1.28 A. The spacings obtained far the
dLffractlon pattern of the US* rings agreed very clcsely with
electron-diffractionpatterns from polish layers @f a number of
metalb as given h raference 2.

The nonappearance of sharp diffraction rings h the electron-
diffractim patterns from pclishwl materials has been a subject of
controversy. One th:ory maintains that there exists a polish layer
consisting of ramkvnly arrnngti atom, as in a liquid; the second
theory holds that the upper surface, although crystalline, is very
smooth cm =.microscopic scale and consequently little transmission
ef electrons through ~rojectlons in the surface ~rofil~ car.occur.
In sw case, the appearar,ceof def’jnitsdtifractien bands shcws that
a similarity exists betwe,n the uppermost stratum oi material cn the

r a used p~ston ring and polish layers as obtained byrunning face 04
metallqgrapklicpolish. Tho polish layer has been cnlled tl!el,e+lby
layer, after the investicatnrwho made extmsive studim on the mturs
aMl properties of polish layers.

New Fiston Rings - Treated .%faccs

ln order to avoid efirc!melysmooth surfaces on Spf?ctiensSllk?-
.:ctedto ~1.ect.ron-diffract5on examiru~tion,tlw running faces of’
ioth na and Wed piston rings ‘wererougk,en&ion 3 nicrossnptc scele
by abradin~, etching, rulin&..etc. In tha case of new rings, the
electrcn-diffractionpatt=rna from the surfaces flt~r (1) abrading
with emery, (2) etching with 2 percent ni.tal.,(3) ruling with the
diamond-point rul+.ngmachine, or (4) heating tc ‘/00°or 8000 I’in
a vacuum. all showad a strong set of diffraction ljn~s corres~.ending
to the u-iron djfiraction pattern, together with a few extra lines
that corresponded to some cf the stronger lines of Fe304. (The
three stron~est lines of the Fe”d4 pattern are given in table I

#as listed jn the A.S.T.M. file G X-ray powder dif~raction data.
althou~h this oxide cannot be disttin}wlshedfrom ~-Fe203 (refer-
ence 3.) Consid?rablc vr.r~atifinsoccur in th~~shcr~ness of tha
lines erxithe intensity of the backgrouti, thu bsst pattern being
given by the ruled p+.stcmring (fig. 3) and tbc ~oorast (although
still reco~izable) by the lie:~ttidpi:.tonriq?. Figura 4, for
example, shows the results cf atrading with emery paper in compar-
ison with figure 3.

.

1

——— —— .—, —.
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X-my-dflfraction patterns obtaimxi by grazjng incidence of
the beam on the face of a new untreated piston ring showed mainly
the a-iron pattern~ Three extremely faint additional lines besides
those of a-iron are as yet unidenttiied (table 1).

The occurrence of the a-bon pattern as the chief feature of =
the various photographs from the new ring is understatable because
the three largest minor constituents, nickel (3.5 percent), chr-
mium (1.1 percent)? and aluminum (1.3 percent), all form solid solu-
tions In a-”hen for the concentrations and thermal treatment used in
the preparation of the steel before nitriding (references4a, b, and
c). In the nitriding process applied to piston rings, the reaction
between nitrogen ad &on produces a solid solution of nitrogen in
a-iron or a mixture of the solid solution with the Yf-phase, F’s4N,
according to the concentration of nitrogen (reference4d and fig. 6).
The absence of any diffraction lines belonging to the y’-phase indi-
cates that the nitrogen concentration in the iron is very low, pro-
bably below 1 percent. The reaction between nitrogm ?nd chrnmium
@r aluminum probably converts these elements completely to their
nitrides but their low concentrations relative to the iron prevents
their detection in a diffraction examination as reported by H!!gg
(reference~). The a-iron pattern is to be expected from the piston-
rtig alloy because the dilute :“oljd solutions of the minor consti-
tuents, including nitrogen, all have the a-’ironstructure with only
sljglhtchanCes in the lattice djmensionu.

Used Rings - Treated Surfaces

The segments of used rings were taken from two fitiferentenpine
tests. Those se~ents that were etched showed varying de~~ees of
surface coveraCe by the coating, as described in reference 1. The
electron-diffractionphotographs of the used rin~s after etching
(fig. 6), abrading, or jn one case, after rull.n~,as well as the
X-ray photo~aphs of the used ring, often shcn{edthe a-iron pattern
as their prjncipal feature. This appearance of the same pattern
from new and used rings raised the question of whether the pattern
from the used ring is characteristic of the wear coating or of the
uncoated metal. The surface disturbance produced by the acid etch
occurred mainly on the basis metal sfnce the touting has been pre-
viously shown (reference 1) to be relatively acid-resi~tant and the
uncoated surface was accordingly in a more favorable state for elec-
tron d~fraction. In the abrasion with emery, the two parts of the
surface acted differently because of the greater hardness ti the
coating, as shown ~ the narrower scratches produced on the coated
areas in Bierbaum microhardness tests. Previous measurements (ref-
erence 1) were made on two spectiens, one fairly uniformly coated
and one uncoated. I!othwere lightly polished before examination.

~ — .-..,,,. ,, . .. . . ,—— —... — —-—
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The coating tier these conditions was f~ti to be ~ofter than the
basis metal. The hardness maasuremnts investigated herein on a
number of spacimens, which wera not polished or rubbed in any way,
have shown coating material to be harder than the basis metal. A
singla continuous scratch was used in the latter measurements to
determine harnesses as it crossed bcth coated and uncoatad areas
on each specimen. Under light abrasion the uncoatsd surface will
be roughened more, whereas under heayy abrasion the thin co:~ting
is likely to be removed entirely, as demonstrated by etching sub-
sequent to heavy abrasion. It is probable that the a-iron pnttern
from the used ring was due to the basis metal and not to the coating.

A notable feature of the X-ray photogra~hs is that the three
line& occurring in addition to the a-tion pattern fall at positions
corresponding to the (200), (220)~ and (311) lattice planes of Y-iron.
The lines corresponding to the othar planes of Y-iron, (111), (222),
(400),and (331, 420), which complste the pattern within the range
observed, coincide with certain lines of tha a-iron pattern. The
first eip>t lines of the Y-irrn pattern are therefwe accounted for.
The relative intensities of the linc”snot common to both patterns”
indicated that a considaratle fraction of the iron had the Y-structure
although the greater part had the a-structure. This conclusion is
supported by the electron-diffraction phmographs of etched and abraded
rings. although the nwxbar of extra rings in the pattern b smaller
and their rel~tive intmslty is les~. ~ both the electron and X-ray-
diffraction experiments, the evidence for Y-iron a~~permedfrom thu
used rings but not from the new rings.

The Y-iron h ths used ring h;:dFrobab~ h.m produced by high-
surface temperatures and ~essures hut it did not lit:in the outer-
most surface layer, as shown ty the weakness of the lines in the
electron-diffractionpattern and t~.eirgreater relative intensity in
the pattern obtained by X-rays, which Penetrated more deeply than
the electrons. The Y-iron is perhaps to be associated with thu dis-
turbed region below the surface shown in mtallographic taper sec-
tions given in r6ference 1 but it is ~rokably not ch’.racteristicof
the coating.

The formation of Lzyers of a- sandY-ircn produced by grinding
has been noted in reference 6. In the case cited, the bulk material
was predmdnately aust~nite. During grinding a layer of ferrite wes
formed intermediately between an upp~r l?yer of nustenitc and the
bulk material. It seu~ likely that a stratifi~ st~ct~r) ~ists
in the material at the surface of the piston rings studied in this
investigateon.

Some evidznc= concerning the ~twe of thu coating was affordad
by electron-diffrarti,mobservations on segments taken irom the same
used ring. Two segments w=e rul~d in the di.amc.nd-pointmachina,
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designed to give scratches of controlled depth over particular areas,
and one showed the a-iron pattern more sharply defined than in the
photographs made from used rings scratched with emery. The other
segment gave two dflfuse lines occurrfig at spacings already identi-
fied as those frmmed for polish layers. A number of faint diffuse
lines h the pattern, In addition to the two principal lines, have
not yet been observed distinctly enough mforprecise measurements.
They definitely do not have the spacings belonging to a- or Y-iron,
which itiicates the presence of a material differtig from the Msis
metal of the piston ring. The lines do not agree with any previously
known patterns of compoundsdtha.elmuntsin the all~ or with any of
the cmides of iron.

A difference between the surfaces of new and used rings was
also found in expertints on heating the piston rings to 7CX1°or
800° F in a vacuum. The new ring gave the a-iron electron-diffraction
pattern after heating although not so sharF as after abrasion. The
used rings after heating gave only two djffus.~lines that did not
arise from a- nr Y-iron and cannot.definitely ?x distinguished from
thu similar pattern ment~oned ~n tkisprec.~dti~paragraph.

SUM-MY ~F RdSUIITS

The results of the el(jc?rnn 9R,5 X-rny-djffractim studies of

th~ surf::ce chmges produced on the faces of nitrided-steel piston

r~rlg~ @ CTL~nE’ O~Jerat~.(InCan kC sum.arizecl m fPllcws:

1. Both the nef~~nd ,ECJ rir~s trsati:d~’[il~ for removal of any
oil film gave two diffuse l.::r.dsin cle-tro!l-diffraction. These
bands are not useful in the identifiratjonrf the ccating under inves-
tigation but it wag ncted tkat the barxh from the us~d ring ccri+~s-
pond to the pattern Imsvicnxly observed from polished metal surfaces.

2. The new rtigs after microscopic roughening of the faces gave
the electron-diffractionpattern of a-jron or its dilute solid solu-
tions with the minor constituents of the alloy, including nit.roeen,
together with a weaker pattern of Fe304 or Y-Fs203. X-ray dif-
fraction by reflection of the rayn from the ring face showed the
a-iron pattern.

3. Used iin~e.after roughening usually shuwed, by electron dif-
fraction, a-iron and Fe3@4 or Y-Fe203, ~s well as traces of Y-iron.
X-ray beams penetrating more deeply (0.0% in.) chewed u-iron and
larger relative amounts cf Y-iron,

.—
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h. Evidence for the coattig has been clearly observed in the
pattern from a segment of a used ring roughened by rultig in a
diamond-point machine. Because of tie discontinuous character ~f
the coating, one segnmt under this treatnmt shawed only a-iron,
the basis metal; whereas, an adjacent one showed the two bands
observed from the unruled ring in addition to several sharper lines,
which have not been identified, but are not due to a-iron, y-iron,
or any of the oxidss of iron and do not belong to patterns of com-
pounds of tke constituents of the alloy.
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TABLE I

OBSERVEO LATTICE SPACINGS FRCJMD1FFRACTIOMPATTEFtNs OF NITff1D12D-STEELPISTONRINGS AI(LI Comparison STANDARDS

[d, interplanar spacings in angstrom units A; I, intensities graded: S - strong, M - medium, F -faint, V - very]
r , a

I New ring
I

Used ring
I

Electron
diffraction
(specimen
emery ab rac

d(A)

2.53 ‘:0.04
2.01 .03
---- -------
1.69 .02
1.61 .02
1.46 ● 01
1.31 .01
---- ------
1.16 .01
---- ------
1.04 .01

.92 ● 01

.85 ------

.80 ------

.76 ------

.68 ------l

%!he d and

IX-ray
I
Electron I X-ray

diffraction diffraction diffraction I
(untreated

:d ) specimen

I bd(A) I

--------- ---
v: 2.06‘0.13VW
-- ..-- --------
VF ------------
VF ---- .---- -..

M 1.44 .08 m
VF -- - - --- - - ---
-- ----
S 1.17

,-- ----
VF 1.01

F .90
VF ----

VF ----
F .76

‘VF .67

-----
.C6

-----
.05
.04

--.--
-----

.03

.03

-..
~

---
VF

F
---
-..

F
VVF

IId(A) I d(A)
m 1
1 1

2.49 ‘*o.04 s ----
2.02 .03 V9 2.03
1.75 ●O2 F 1.79
-- -- --- -- . -- ----
1.61 .02 VF ----
1.45 .01 M L.43
-- -. .- ---- -- ----
1.28 .02 VF 1.23
1.16 .01 M 1.15
---- ------ -- 1.07
-. . - - - -- - - .- .99
-- - . -- -- -- -. .88
---- -- ---- -- .81
---- ------ -- ----
---- ----.- -- .75
---- ------ -- ----

-----
‘0.13

.08
-----
-----

.01
-----

.08

.03

.03

.04

.02

.03
-----

.01
--.--

I1 d(A)

1
..-----
Vs 2.02

m -----
-- -----
-------

M 1.43
-------

F -----
M 1.17

VF -----
VF 1.01

.91
‘v; .83
-------
‘VF .76
-- .68

a-Fe

Millel
1/11 i ndece

(hkl’

---- ----
1.0 110

---- ----
---- ----
---- ----

.5 Zm
---- ----
---- ----

.8 211
---- ----

.5 220

.6 310

.2 222
---- ----

.6 321

.3 411J-3(

Standard patterns

----
2.05
1.78
----
----
----
----
1.26
----
1.07
1.03

.89

.82

.80

.73

.68

Y-Fe

Miller
1/11 i ndece:

(hkl )

---- ----
0.9 111

.6 200
---- ----
---- ----
---- ----
. --- - ----

.7 220
---- ----
1.0 311

.3 222

.2 400

.6 331

.6 420

.5 422

.2 511,333

“Three veryweakendunidentified llnes also found In this pattern ere: 2.66, 1.90, and 1.72 A.
c~e lines ~~ven here are the threestrongest lines in the PattarnS 1/11 ‘0-5-

a
Fe304

i(A) Icl/I

I2.53 1.0
---- ----
---- ----,

I
--------
1.61 .6
1048 .8

I---- ----

I- -. -. . . --
I---- ----

I
------..---------

Miller
lndeces

(hkl)

311
----
----
----
511,533
440
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----
----

1/11 values were obtained from A.S.T.M. X-ray diffraction data card 2834.
L

dThe a uncertainty in d values due to iO.1 minimum uncertainty in the nwisurement of electron-diffraction photographs
eThe ~ldth of=x-ray diffraction line due to length Of specimen.

NATIONAL ADVIWRY
COHITTCE FOR AERONAUTICS
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Figure 1.—Standard transmission pattern obtained from zinc oxide used for calibration. x 3.

Figure 2.—Electron-diffraction pattern from the surface of a new nitrided-steel piston ring. These

diffuse bands are characteristic of the untreated surface. x 3.

GPO 7115!ls



NACA ACR No. E4L27 Figs. 3, 4

Figure 3.—Electrondiff racfion pattern from the surface of a new nitrided-steel piston ring. This pat-

tern of ~-iron was obtained after the surface had been microscopically ruled with 8,000 parallel

lines to the inch. x 3.

.

Figure 4.—Electron-diffraction pattern from the surface of a new nitrided-steel piston ring after abra-

sion with emery. The pattern is that of ~-iron except for the innermost ring, which is the strongest

belonging to fhe pa ffern of eifher FeaO. or y-Fe, O,. X 3.

GPO 71159s
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Figure 5. - Iron-nitrogen system. The line at 980° F indicates the phase equilibriu~s *
ot the nitriding temperature. ( Taken from reference 4d, fig. 4.)
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NACA ACR No. E4L27 Fig. 6

Figure 6.—Electron-diffraction pattern from the etched surface of a used nitrided-steel piston ring.

This pattern of ~-iron was obtained from the basis metal because of the irregular coverage of the

ring faces by coating. x 3.
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